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Dusting Off Tainted Genocide Mandates—Here They Come Again   

Here comes another supposed virus, 'the election variant'? What is its function and 
how will it be received?  Allow my surmise: Get it going way ahead of time so everyone 
is 'resting in place' (locked-down), by election day. Then, if one of the most deeply un-
popular, office holder candidates ever (Biden), by some miracle of subterfuge escapes 
his prosecution, then mail-in ballots can 'be worked' to fabricate a seeming re-election.

And, leave it to Fauci, regurgitating in a recent NY speech: Lockdowns may be nec-
essary until everyone is 'vaccinated'. Everyone? For me those are the words of a mon-
ster. Simply stated, evidence shows the 'vaccines' to have caused more harm than 
good. This brings us to the time-tested standard for physicians—the 'Hippocratic Oath'.

What the 'Oath' conveys is a requirement that physicians 'do no harm'—a doctor's 
responsibility is to the patient—and no one else. He works neither for the 'consensus', 
the 'narrative', nor the 'greater good'. Responsibility begins and ends with the patient.

Doctors that recommended mRNA shots after studies/health agency data showed no 
stoppage of transmission and no risk of morbidity for those 18/under, knowingly broke 
their 'Hippocratic Oath'. Each time they continued to recommend mRNA jabs, they 
strayed into criminal territory. Do we trust doctors who do less research than patients?

Use of 'off-patent' medicine is totally within the purview of physicians (authorities 
know that), but, to comply (often for perks), doctors (and pharmacists), did not demand 
their rights to use ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine—resulting in massive death tolls.

FDA/CDC boldly claim they did not interfere with doctor/patient rights. That's as be-
lievable a Fauci being a straight-up guy or Biden being honest as the day is long. They 
did everything possible to frighten/coerce/force everyone to take untested 'vaccines'. 
'Vaccines', once in the body, never leave—sharing their unknown destinies with hosts.     

Safe 'vaccines': youngsters 18/under face 12X risk from myocarditis than from the 
virus. The CDC, knowing the jabs to be problematic, 'ramrodded' through 'emergency 
use' for kids and pregnant women—the same mindset that sent 400,000 young 
Ukrainians into a Russian 'meat grinder'—in futile attempt to save a 'past due' empire. 

Which was the bigger myth: 'take the shots to save grandma' or 'only fools resort to 
ivermectin, which is nothing more than horse paste'? Both combined to purportedly 
murder millions. But, saving grandma wins-out. Since health agencies knew they had 
not tested for transmission—every utterance of the grandma myth was a criminal act.



'Lockdowns'? A Johns Hopkins study found nothing to show lockdowns saved lives. 
Instead, lockdowns took untold lives while ruining others. Severe illness in youngsters 
caused by Covid is reported at .0027 of 1%. Contrasted with minor girls, 'suicidal coun-
seling', rising 26% during  year 1 of the lockdowns, another 56% during the 2nd year. 

Public health policy advices adoption of 'least restrictive' measures—of which lock-
downs are 'blunt-force trauma devices'. Making it worse, public health policy clearly 
advises that any actions taken need the support of public confidence—not compliance. 

Why is that? Lockdowns are vicious. Children tasked with learning remotely, suf-
fered. We saw the worst grade-level drops in decades—especially in math scores, and 
more-so among minorities. How's that for promoting 'equity/equality'—you bastards? 

Everyone was affected in terms of mental health—none more than kids. A US Sur-
geon General's 'white paper' showed an 'epidemic of depression' in minors 18/under. 
Studies point to a rise in alcohol/drug deaths, and a 3rd category—death from despair.

 As a result, more than half of Americans distrust the CDC and only 18% got the lat-
est jab. Why is that? Everybody knows someone who was injured by the 'vaccines' 
and, or, lockdowns. But that doesn't matter because here they come again with col-
leges/government facilities re-instituting 'genocide mandates' that are now time-tested.

Genocide mandates are harmful to mental health, and education. In spite of the fact 
the shots didn't work in a 'so-called pandemic', jabs are likely even less effective now. 
But that doesn't stop the 'body snatchers' from sending out ineffective test kits and tired 
'vaccines' for 'new variants'—without credible evidence they do any good for anyone.

Today we have Biden, vacationing in Tahoe, announcing a request for 10s of millions 
of dollars to develop new 'vaccines' that everyone will be required to take, whether or 
not they've recovered from the virus—with a natural immunity, or they have taken the 
'vaccines' and boosters. Are you including my readers in your mandate—you SOB?

The theme for 3 articles in my mill is that 'lies' have now progressed into evil delu-
sion. Any that propose further lockdowns are either blindly delusional or just plain evil. 
Think on just how bad this is: assuming the fiends at Davos/WEF are pulling levers, 
these are the same posers that want us trapped in 15 minute cities, where their original 
lies about shifting from gas to electric cars has moved to no private vehicles. And, the 
consequence of being trapped in 1 place, under martial law, preludes an end to sanity.

Except for them, of course. If you haven't seen the stats for Michael Bloomberg's 
jets, take it from me that he burns more fossil fuels than most of us can even fathom. 
These are bad, bad people. 2030 monsters—all dressed up to lock you down—forever. 

Soon they won't need any 15 minute cities because the inhabitants will have died of 
despair. And whoever is left will do exactly as they are told. Will it be weighed against 
many 'peer reviewed' articles concluding 'lockdown benefit' is non-existent while num-
bers harmed is huge? No, that's not on an agenda that's about 1 thing—compliance.

Consider how important this next 'go around' will be. If, after the sheer mendacity 
and murder that was the last 3 years, the elite are able to put us in a box—again—it's 
over. And, what most of us don't yet know, is other than nuclear war (the US will be the 
cause), the ultimate threat to the world is something else—possibly more dangerous.

Across IVY League law schools, trickling down to state college/K-12, is a fierce push 
to get rid of the US Constitution. With no telling what the insane will do, they are finding 
traction among 'equity' educators and an apathetic, compliant public. My next article. 

You can get my articles by email with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thanks. 


